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ひとりぼっちの不時着 1994 after a plane crash thirteen year old brian spends fifty four days in the canadian wilderness
learning to survive with only the aid of a hatchet given him by his mother and learning also to survive his parents
divorce
The Car 2015-12-08 a 14 year old boy takes a road trip in search of family and discovers adventure in this ya
novel by the newbery award winning author at fourteen terry anders finds himself abandoned by both of his
parents left alone in their home he has nothing but an empty refrigerator and his father s unfinished blakely
bearcat kit car abandoned just like terry and that gives him an idea after getting the car road ready terry takes it
out to the highway and heads west leaving cleveland behind his plan is to track down an uncle he once met who
lives somewhere in oregon but along the way terry makes friends sees parts of his country he never knew about
and learns a thing or two about life survival and himself terry anders is a 1990s huck finn this provocative novel
introduces and explores some interesting philosophies of life while stressing the value of learning from experience
publishers weekly starred review
Guts 2007-12-18 guess what gary paulsen was being kind to brian in guts gary tells the real stories behind the
brian books the stories of the adventures that inspired him to write brian robeson s story working as an
emergency volunteer the death that inspired the pilot s death in hatchet plane crashes he has seen and near
misses of his own he describes how he made his own bows and arrows and takes readers on his first hunting trips
showing the wonder and solace of nature along with his hilarious mishaps and mistakes he shares special
memories such as the night he attracted every mosquito in the county or how he met the moose with a sense of
humor and the moose who made it personal there s a handy chapter on eating eyeballs and guts or starving the
fine art of wilderness nutrition recipes included readers may wonder how gary paulsen survived to write all of his
books well it took guts
The River 2001-11-13 the government sends brian back to the canadian wilderness in this beloved follow up to the
award winning classic hatchet from three time newbery honor winning author gary paulsen two years after brian
robeson survived fifty four days alone in the canadian wilderness the government wants him to head back so they
can learn what he did to stay alive this time derek holtzer a government psychologist will accompany him but a
freak storm leaves derek unconscious brian s only hope is to transport derek a hundred miles down the river to a
trading post he s survived with only a hatchet before now can brian build a raft and navigate an unknown river for
the first time it s not only brian s survival that s at stake an ira cbc children s choice a parents magazine best book
of the year vividly written a book that will as intended please the readers who hoped that paulsen like brian would
do it again kirkus reviews read all the hatchet adventures brian s winter the river brian s return brian s hunt
Gary Paulsen 2015-12-15 much of gary paulsen s life has been lived close to the natural world a three time
newbery honor winner paulsen writes adventure stories such as dogsong hatchet and woods runner where his
young main characters struggle to survive in the natural world other stories touch on family visits to minnesota as
in the winter room and harris and me or science fiction as in time hackers recently paulsen and his son jim
collaborated on two books involving a boy his father and their dogs in 1997 paulsen won the margaret a edwards
award for his lifetime contribution to young adult literature
Hatchet 2009-08-25 celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the newbery honor winning survival novel hatchet with
a pocket sized edition perfect for travelers to take along on their own adventures this special anniversary edition
includes a new introduction and commentary by author gary paulsen pen and ink illustrations by drew willis and a
water resistant cover hatchet has also been nominated as one of america s best loved novels by pbs s the great
american read thirteen year old brian robeson haunted by his secret knowledge of his mother s infidelity is
traveling by single engine plane to visit his father for the first time since the divorce when the plane crashes
killing the pilot the sole survivor is brian he is alone in the canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing a
tattered windbreaker and the hatchet his mother had given him as a present at first consumed by despair and self
pity brian slowly learns survival skills how to make a shelter for himself how to hunt and fish and forage for food
how to make a fire and even finds the courage to start over from scratch when a tornado ravages his campsite
when brian is finally rescued after fifty four days in the wild he emerges from his ordeal with new patience and
maturity and a greater understanding of himself and his parents
The Monument 2011-08-31 it all begins when rocky follows mick strum around town while he sketches its people
animals and graveyard mick has been commissioned by rocky s kansas town to create a memorial to their war
dead as rocky learns to respect mick and his talents he helps her to develop her own artistic sensibilities but the
townspeople see things in mick s drawings that they don t want to know or accept about themselves can mick help
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them accept one monument that will be meaningful to everyone
Gary Paulsen 2013-08-01 gary paulsen is an american writer of young adult literature who has won the margaret
edwards award for his lifetime contribution in writing for teens a prolific writer he is the celebrated author of
more than 200 books this thoughtful biography exposes his early encouragements through interviews with the
author and his family readers are given a peak into his professional influences while his greatest artistic
inspirations are revealed
The Tent 2006-11-01 teenage steven and his father corey take to the road with a bible an old army tent and less
than the best of intentions tired of being poor steven s father is certain that preaching the word of the lord is the
easy way to fame and fortune but just when they ve got their act down pat and the money is rolling in steven and
corey begin to realize that what they d originally thought of as a harmless lie is all about avarice and power and
ultimately guilt each book includes a reader s guide
The Gary Paulsen Treasury 1997 hatchet after a plane crash brian age 13 spends 54 days in the wilderness
learning to survive with the aid of a hatchet
Sentries 2012-05-22 nuclear disaster and human vulnerability interweave in the lives of four young people an
ojibway indian an illegal mexican migrant worker a rock musician and a sheep rancher s daughter with the lives of
three veterans of past wars they are four different people with four separate lives sue a young woman distanced
from her native roots david a traveler in search of a dream laura a student seeking her parents understanding and
peter a rock star struggling to create the perfect sound one looming fate threatens them all and everything they
love may be taken away in one fleeting second
Northwind 2022-01-11 this stunning new york times bestseller from the survival story master set along a rugged
coastline centuries ago does for the ocean what hatchet does for the woods as it relates the story of a young
person s battle to stay alive against the odds where the high seas meet a coastal wilderness when a deadly plague
reaches the small fish camp where he lives an orphan named leif is forced to take to the water in a cedar canoe he
flees northward following a wild fjord riven shore navigating from one danger to the next unsure of his destination
yet the deeper into his journey he paddles the closer he comes to his truest self as he connects to the heartbeat of
the ocean the pulse of the sea with hints of nordic mythology and an irresistible narrative pull northwind is gary
paulsen at his captivating adventuresome best
Gary Paulsen 1999 describes the multifaceted life of author gary paulsen whose writings include adventure
stories survival tales historical novels sports stories and nature books
Guts 2009-07-01 biography autobiography and memoir is among the best ways to teach students to appreciate
nonfiction reading
Gone to the Woods 2021-01-12 a mesmerizing memoir from a literary legend giving readers a new perspective
on the origins of hatchet and other famed survival stories his name is synonymous with high stakes wilderness
survival adventures now beloved author gary paulsen portrays a series of life altering moments from his turbulent
childhood as his own original survival story if not for his summer escape from a shockingly neglectful chicago
upbringing to a north woods homestead at age five there never would have been a hatchet without the
encouragement of the librarian who handed him his first book at age thirteen he may never have become a reader
and without his desperate teenage enlistment in the army he would not have discovered his true calling as a
storyteller an entrancing account of grit and growing up perfect for newcomers and lifelong fans alike this is the
famed author at his rawest and most real
Gary Paulsen 2002 describes the life and career of author gary paulsen
Gary Paulsen 2007-01-01 describes the life and accomplishments of the author known for his tales of adventure
and survival including hatchet and dogsong
Family Ties 2014-07-22 family fun takes center stage in three time newbery honor winner gary paulsen s hilarious
novel for middle school boys kevin spencer is the glue that holds his family together when his wacky relatives
decide to have a double wedding in the backyard kevin takes charge planning two weddings is a great way to
impress his girlfriend tina zabinski the most beautiful and best smelling girl in the world but as more and more
relatives come to stay things spiral out of control tying the knot has kevin tied up in knots in this laugh out loud
story when it comes to telling funny stories about boys no one surpasses paulsen booklist paulsen is one of the
best loved writers alive the new york times praise for family ties kevin seems to truly have his heart in the right
place as he tries to bring order to the disparate parts of his family and restore some missing familial affection
kirkus reviews the spencers may not be a conventionally perfect family but by the end of the novel it is clear that
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despite their oddball antics they are a loving one fans of the series and new readers will enjoy this offering school
library journal a goofy rollicking ride the bulletin of the center for children s books
Hatchet by Gary Paulsen : a Novel Study Guide 2003 readers met the comical kevin in liar liar and flat broke
kevin gets serious about tina zabinski the most beautiful girl in the world finally finally he s worked up his courage
he s going to ask her out or will his trademark scheming get in his way
Crush 2012-05-08 fifteen year old wil discovers himself and the wonders of nature when he leaves home to live on
an island in northern wisconsin
The Island 2006 when you grow up in a small town in the north woods you have to make your own excitement
high spirits idiocy and showing off for the girls inspire gary paulsen and his friends to attempt shooting waterfalls
in a barrel the first skateboarding breaking the world record for speed on skis by being towed behind a souped up
car and then hitting gravel jumping three barrels like motorcycle daredevil evel knievel except they only have
bikes wrestling a bear extreme sports lead to extreme fun in new tales from gary s boyhood a new york times
bestseller
How Angel Peterson Got His Name 2008-12-30 a young boy growing up on a northern minnesota farm
describes the scenes around him and recounts his old norwegian uncle s tales of an almost mythological logging
past copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved
The Winter Room by Gary Paulsen 2001 gary paulsen a three time newbery honor winner has written over 175
books for young adults and adults for over twenty years his stories of adventure and survival are beloved by
readers teachers librarians and critics this volume examines a sample of the most widely known and widely
studied books by paulsen a biographical chapter demonstrates how paulsen s life experiences notably the iditarod
have influenced his writing each book is analyzed for plot characterization setting and themes written at a level
that is accessible for young readers yet providing in depth information for older readers books analyzed in this
volume include brian s winter dogsong hatchet the island winter room
Gary Paulsen 2007-08-30 a fourteen year old boy who has been neglected by irresponsible parents spends a
wonderful summer on a farm where his grandmother cooks for two elderly brothers
Tracker 1995 on a moonlit winter night a team of dogs pulls a sled taking the narrator and readers on a wondrous
ride through the snow into and out of the woods it is a ride you ll wish would never end through this exquisite
prose poem gary paulsen shares the joy the beauty and the grandeur of the outdoors with his joyous text and ruth
wright paulsen s exuberant and expressive illustrations dogteam is a celebration of nature a dance that invites
everyone to join in
Dogteam 2013-11-27 for a rugged outdoor man and his family life in northern minnesota is a wild experience
involving wolves deer and the sled dogs that make their way of life possible includes an account of the author s
first iditarod a dogsled race across alaska
Woodsong 1990 hatchet concludes with brian robeson s rescue from the wilderness but what if brian hadn t been
rescued what if brian had been left to confront his deadliest enemy winter publisher s text
Brian's Winter 1996 thirteen year old manny a street kid fighting for survival in a mexican border town develops
a strange friendship with an emotionally disturbed american soldier who decides to help him get across the border
The Crossing 1990 in this paulsen classic a treasured rifle passed down through generations isthe cause of a
tragic accident
The Rifle 2006 this is a story of a fourteen year old boy and his strategies for survival
The Fourteenth Summer 1993 kevin spencer the hero of liar liar flat broke and crush has a knack for tackling
big ideas and goofing up so what s next politics of course he s running for office and his campaign is truly unique
Vote 2013-05-14 many readers of nightjohn have wanted to know what happened to sarny the young slave whom
nightjohn taught to read here is sarny s story from the moment she leaves the plantation in the last days of the
civil war suddenly a free woman in search of her sold away children her search takes her to new orleans and the
home of the mysterious and remarkable miss laura like nightjohn miss laura changes sarny s life and she helps
sarny pass nightjohn s gift on to new generations this riveting saga follows sarny until her last days in the 1930s
and gives readers a panoramic view of america in a time of trial tragedy and hoped for change
Sarny 2011-08-31 presents three classic novels including hatchet as well as the nonfiction work woodsong in
which paulsen recounts some of the life experiences that shaped his fiction
Dogsong 2007-05-08 mcfarland companions to young adult literature american novelist gary paulsen is best
known for his young adult fiction including bestsellers nightjohn soldier s heart and woods runner from his
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trenchant prose in the rifle and the foxman to the witty escapades of harris and me and zero to sixty paulsen crafts
stories with impressive range the tender scenes in the quilt and a christmas sonata speak to his empathy for
children with characters who endure the same hardships that marred his own early life this literary companion
introduces readers to his life and work a to z entries explore themes such as alcoholism coming of age slavery
survival and war a glossary defines terms unique to his work appendices provide related historical references
writing art and research topics
Gary Paulsen 2018-07-31 1944 wartime a six year old boy goes to spend the summer with his grandmother alida in
a small town near the canadian border with the men all gone off to fight the women are left to run the farms there
s plenty for the boy to do trying to help with the chores getting to know the dog and the horses cows pigs and
chickens but when his cousin kristina goes into labor he can t do a thing instead the house fills with women come
to help and to wait and to work on a quilt together this is no common everyday quilt but one that contains all the
stories of the boy s family the quilt tells the truth past and future of happiness courage and pain of the greatest joy
and the greatest loss and as they wait the women share these memorable stories with the boy
The Quilt 2008-12-24 exploring the country and the heart the author buys a harley davidson and takes the ride of
his life
The Winter Room 2021-02 a town boy sent to live on a remote wilderness farm forms a friendship with an elderly
disfigured man who teaches him many things
Zero to Sixty 1998-12 gary paulsen author of hatchet and other adventure novels tells about his lifelong love of
sailing boats he has owned and the storms sharks and peaceful lagoons he has experienced on his voyages
Foxman 1977-01
Caught by the Sea 2002
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